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ABSTRACT

LATTICE DYNAMICS OF STRESS-INDUCED SHIFTS IN THE
RAMAN MICROPROBE SPECTRA OF BETA SILICON NITRIDE

FANG, T. Daniel

The University of Dayton, 1993

Advisor: Dr. Perry P. Yaney

In this thesis, the synthesis of previous experimental studies at University of
Dayton (UD) and theoretical modelling of the lattice dynamics shows that optical
stress detection in Raman microprobe spectra of beta silicon nitride can be a viable

technique. Lattice dynamics of beta silicon nitride was calculated by a computer
program based on a group theoretical description of the crystal symmetry and the
valence force model. Although the computer program was written by Dr. F. L.

Hansen in 1975, it was successfully compiled by FORTRAN 77 on a VAX 4000300/ VMS V5.3-2 computer. The calculation provided a root mean square (rms)
uncertainty of 9.6 cm-i relative to the observed spectrum of twelve internal high
frequency modes wherein five low frequency external modes were excluded.
Contributions to this uncertainty include the effects due to the polycrystalline form

of the specimens wherein there were wide ranges in the grain environments
including residual strain as well as the absence of long range interactions in the

computer model. In the Raman spectrum, the feature of interest was the 864 cm1
line which was determined to be due to a N-Si stretching force constant of 4.1797

iii

mdyne/A and a N-Si-N bending force constant of -0.33476 mdyne/A. In order to

characterize the stress-induced shift of the 864 cm-1 line, the spectral shift must be

related to the applied strain through the phonon deformation potential k. The 864
cm1 deformation potential was found to be K = -0.62 in this work. Using this 864

cm1 deformation potential, the local value of Young’s modulus (stress/strain ) for

individual grains was found to be 539 GPa as compared to the bulk value of 310
GPa for Norton Company’s NT-154 bulk ceramic material. As would be expected,

this single crystal value is somewhat larger than the polycrystalline ceramic

modulus. This difference in the mechanical strength can be attributed to the glassy

grain boundaries of ceramic. The study provided a theoretical interpretation of the f3
Si3N4 Raman & infrared spectra and determined the 864 cm1 phonon deformation

potential. These results imply that it may be possible to improve the p-SiaN4

mechanical property quantitatively by strengthening the grain boundaries.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The extra-hard mechanical property of beta silicon nitride ceramics have

been intensively studied over many years for their potential application as high

temperature structural ceramics.1

This is due to their excellent mechanical

properties in combination with good oxidation resistance and low thermal

expansion.2 Beta silicon nitride ceramic is composed of a collection of many small
crystals or grains. Such materials are termed polycrystalline. The mechanical

properties of ceramics generally depend on the microstructures.3’4 The generally
practiced microscopic techniques include scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and

x-ray diffraction (XRD) for the study of the ceramics’ microstructure at the grain
size level. In order to develop a more sensitive stress detection scheme at

University of Dayton (UD), the Raman microprobe technique has been utilized to
measure the relative stress within the individual grains of beta silicon nitride at the
atomic lattice level.5-0 The amount of stress was measured by observing the stress-

induced shifts of Raman spectroscopic features. A number of years were devoted

to the improvements of spectral optical-electronic signals and to the numerous

experimental studies.510 In order to interpret the observed stress-induced shifts of
a 864 cm * Raman line in f5-Si3N4 spectrum, it was first necessary to calculate the

vibrational frequencies of beta silicon nitride and then to relate the stress-induced
1

shift of a 864 cm-i feature into the quantity of strain. This was the goal of this
thesis.

1.2 Statement of Problems

In the previous studies of beta silicon nitride Raman spectrum, the 864 cm >

feature was chosen as a sensitive indicator to response the external stress of the
specimen.5 Here, the feature is referred to as a Raman line which is about 6 cm 1 at
its half maximum band width. However, the vibrational mechanism of the 864 cm1

feature was not completely understood. In the elastic deformation of ceramics, the
applied stress must be small enough not to break the atomic bonds. Although the

values of the stress-induced shift of the 864 cm1 feature were typically less than 1

cm-i, the measurements were reproducible.5.6 Nevertheless, the ~1 cm1 stressinduced shift cannot be accepted as such if without the support of theoretical
calculations.

Raman spectra of solids generally provide indirect structural

information on the atomic lattice vibrations. The usual approach is to calculate
lattice vibrational frequencies of assumed structures which can then be compared

with experimental measurements. Ideally, a numerical simulation of the lattice
vibrations is needed in order to identify the spectral features. Additional theoretical

analyses are required to interpret the stress-induced shifts of the observed Raman
spectrum.

1.3 Scope of this Study

The mechanical property of fi-Si3N4 ceramic has been studied by the

2

traditional tensile tests at the Metals and Ceramics Division of University of Dayton

Research Institute (UDRI).i1 The beta silicon nitride ceramic is polycrystalline
which is composed of different orientations of single crystalline grains. The scope
of this study is to estimate the mechanical strength of P-Si^l^in single crystalline

grains. In order to solve the stated problems in Section 1.2, a computer program
was chosen to study the lattice dynamics of pure single crystalline beta silicon

nitride. The program has to provide the normal coordinates of the vibrational
mechanism of 864 cm-i Raman line and the force constants of atomic bonds.

Secondly, the elastic deformation theory should be applicable to the hexagonal

structure of beta silicon nitride crystal analogous to how the same theory has been

successfully applied to the cubic structure such as yttria-stabilized zirconia crystal
wherein the 610 cm-i phonon deformation potential was calculated.12

jn our

theoretical model, the hydrostatic stress was applied around the unit cell of crystal

as if an external stress was applied to the bulk ceramic which is composed of

different orientations of crystallites.
In this work, the synthesis of previous experimental studies and current
theoretical calculation attempts to make the novel optical stress detection by Raman

microprobe for beta silicon nitride ceramic a viable technique.

3

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

Single Crystal

2.1 Vibrational Spectroscopy of

Beta silicon nitride belongs to the C6h2 space symmetry of hexagonal crystal
group and consists of twelve symmetry operations to govern all patterns of lattice

vibrations.i3J4 These vibrations are known as normal modes and the quantized

vibrational energy is also called “phonon”. In one unit cell of p-Si3N4 crystal, there
are two molecules corresponding to a total of 14 atoms where each molecule lies in

a glide plane. The atoms of the two glide planes define a unit cell with dimensions
of a=7.606 A and c=2.909 A.b The unit cell defines the lattice points which can be

repeated to fill up the whole space as a three-dimensional array of atoms. The

atoms of one unit cell projected onto the xy plane with cartesian coordinates are
shown in Figure 1. A ball-and-stick model of the lattice in three dimensions is
shown in Figure 2.

Optical excitations of vibrational modes in polycrystalline solids can be a

most sensitive albeit indirect probe of the structure of the materials. The optical
techniques include Raman spectroscopy and infrared absorption (IR). The

mechanisms of Raman scattering and infrared absorption are different. For the
dynamical effect of vibrational excitations, Raman scattering is associated with a

change of polarizability (i.e. Raman-activity) and infrared absorption is associated
A

5

Figure 1. Beta silicon nitride atomic positions projected onto a XY
plane with cartesian coordinates of one unit cell. [The figure show's
that the unit cell contains atoms from four reduced unit cells centered
on the four corners of the unit cell. The positions and labels of
atoms are given in Table 2. The identifying number on the points are
assigned by choosing nonidentical symmetry sites of atoms. The
angle of 120° is a characteristic of the hexagonal structure.]

Latt ice Con stan t c (A)

Si

Laft'ce Constant
a (A)
Figure 2. The ball-and-stick model of beta silicon nitride unit cell.
[The top left shows the hexagonal bravais structure. The top right
shows the bond length ro, bond angle 0o, stretching force constant
a. and bending force constant p in the N-Si-N submolecule of the
unit cell. The bottom shows all atoms in a three dimensional model
of one unit cell.]

with the change of electrical dipole moment (i.e. IR-activity).

The Raman spectrum of beta silicon nitride crystal was reported by N.

Wadaet al.15 The specimen was prepared by the chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
and had been examined by XRD which showed 99% or more pure beta silicon
nitride. In their measurements and group theory analyses, they found seventeen

vibrational modes included eleven Raman-active modes and six IR-active modes

(neglecting the degeneracy). The similar result was reported by Blackshire and
Yaney for a NT-154 beta silicon nitride ceramic wherein the Raman spectrum was
observed to have ten features.5

The NT-154 beta silicon nitride ceramic was

commercially available and prepared by hot isostatic pressing (HIP) processes.
Also, the NT-154 beta silicon nitride ceramic was characterized by SEM as having a
majority of beta phase crystals in different sizes of grains among few glassy phase

matrices with sintering additives.11 The SEM of NT-154 beta silicon nitride
ceramic is reprinted in Figure 3 with permission.
Using the CCD array detector with a Q-switched Nd-YAG pulse laser

operating at 532 pm, a 0.85 m double spectrometer including a pair of 1200

grooves/mm gratings, and a 40x extended working distance objective, the

microprobe was used to record Raman spectra with a spatial resolution down to 2
pm on the specimen.5 During the measurements, heat is produced by the laser

beam. To reduce the over-heating problem on the specimen, a cylindrical lens

spatial filter was used to expand one dimension of the Gaussian beam to give a spot

size of 2 pm x 60 pm with an average power of 1.1 mW on the specimen.5 The
observed Raman spectrum of NT-154 beta silicon nitride is reprinted in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. The picture of NT-154 beta silicon nitride by scanning electron microscope (SEM)
|From the reference 17; N. Hecht and coworkers, Ceramic Engineering Science Proceedings, vol.
12, No. 7-8, pp. 1418-1430 (1991)1

CD
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Figure 4. The spectrum of NT-154 beta silicon nitride by Raman
scattering microprobe. [From the reference 5; J. Blackshire, M.S.
thesis in Electro-Optics, University of Dayton (1991).]

2.2 Stress-induced Shifts of p-SiaN4 Raman Spectroscopy

Four-point bending stresses were applied to a specimen of NT-154 beta

silicon nitride in order to measure the stress-induced shifts of Raman spectral

features.5 The stress-induced shifts of the 864 cm1 mode were selected to indicate
the relative stresses within crystal as illustrated in Figure 5.5.6 However, the
vibrational mechanism of the 864 cm-1 mode was not completely understood.

Blackshire and Yaney determined that the advantage of using a chargecoupled devices (CCD) array detector was in the shorter data acquisition time

compared to the long hours of scanning time required with a photomulitiplier tube
(PMT).5 Effectively, a single 23 pm x 23 pm pixel was found to be essentially

equivalent to the PMT; therefore, using a CCD is like having an array of PMT

detectors. They incorporated an ‘internal standard’ into the Raman microprobe as a
reference to the observed peak shifts when applying external stresses to the

specimen. With respect to the 864 cm1 mode of beta silicon nitride, the 915 cm1
peak of nitromethane (CH3NO2) served as this internal standard a sample spectrum

of which is shown in Figure 6.6
The measurements from tension to compression along the side of two

specimens under four-point bending stress were accomplished by Emst and Yaney
as shown in Figure 7.6

A graph of the stress-induced shift of 864 cm1 mode

verse the distance along the side face of one of the specimens is given in Figures 8

as an example. Figure 9 gives the results for the two specimens showing the
resulting relationships between stress and shift derived from these studies. These
studies effectively calibrated the stress-induced shift of the 864 cm 1 mode to be

350 MPa/cm-1.6 Besides the measurement of stress, the relationship of stress-

10
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n

Raman Shift (cm-1)
Figure 5. The stress-induced shift of the 864 cm-1 Raman line in
the beta silicon nitride sepctrum. [From the reference 5; J.
Blackshire, M.S. thesis in Electro-Optics, University of Dayton
(1991).]

N orm alize d In te nsi ty
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Figure 6. The measured stress-induced shift of the 864 cm-i
Raman line by referring to the internal standard line 915 cm-i of
CH3NO2. [From the reference 5; J. Blackshire, M.S. thesis in
Electro-Optics, University of Dayton (1991).]
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a = Me
a _ 6 Pac
bd3
max

= 3Pa
bd2

Figure 7. The arrangement for stress measurements on bars of NT154 beta silicon nitride from tension to compression by four-point
bending method. [From the reference 6; S. Emst, M.S. thesis in
Electro-Optics, University of Dayton (1992); a is the stress as a
function of positions within the bulk ceramic under four point
bending test; c is the distance from a probed position to the center
line of the face on the bulk ceramic; I is the moment of inertial; M is
the bending force at both ends of bulk ceramic; P is the bending
force from loading rods; b (4 mm) and d (3 mm) are the dimensions
at the cross section of bulk ceramic by 50 mm long.]

Ram an Mode S h ift (cm
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Distance from Neutral Axis (mm)

Figure 8. The stress-induced shift of the 864 cm-' Raman line at
different positions on the loaded NT-154 beta silicon nitride bar.
[From the reference 6; S. Ernst. M.S. thesis in Electro-Optics.
University of Dayton (1991).]
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Raman Mode Shift
Line Fit

Stress-To-RamanMode Shift Ratio

Theoretical
Stress

Run A

0.570 cni1/ mm

195.3 MPa I mm

342.6 MPa / cm1

Run B

0.674

240.8

357.3
Average 349.9

Figure 9. The stress measurements on the loaded NT-154 beta
silicon nitride bar for loads of 80 lb and 100 lb . [From the reference
6; S. Ernst, M.S. thesis in Electro-Optics, University of Dayton
(1991).]

induced shifts of 864 cm1 to the strain was needed to more fully describe the strain-

stress behavior of the P-SiaN4 crystal.

2.3 Review of Elastic Deformation Theory

The stress-induced phonon shifts or splittings in spectroscopy were labeled

piezospectroscopy by Kaplyanskii.16 Recently, the review of piezospectroscopy of

semiconductors has been reported by Ramdas and Rodriguez.17 The mechanism of
phonon shifts or splittings can be explained by the perturbation method of quantum

mechanics theory.18 20 To use the stress-induced phonon shifts or splittings as a

tool for measuring the relative stress within the materials, a shift or splitting of a
phonon should be converted into the stress-related parameters which are defined as
phonon deformation potential k and the mode-Gruneisen parameter y.2)

The

conversion of phonon shifts (Ato/to0) into the contraction of volume (AV/V o) in one

unit cell is given by

(A(ju/u>o)=k(AV/Vo)

where

k

Eq. 1

is defined as the phonon deformation potential, too is the unperturbed

mode and Vo is the unperturbed.volume of cell. 12,22

jn this work, Eq.l is the

basic assumption of applying the elastic deformation theory to beta silicon nitride.

In this review of previous studies, three specific goals of this thesis were

identified: (1) What is the vibrational mechanism of the 864 cm > mode in beta

16

silicon nitride? (2) Why does the 864 cm1 mode shift with the applied stress on the

specimen? (3) What is the formula describing the strain dependence of the shift of
the 864 cm-i line of beta silicon nitride?

17

CHAPTER III
THEORY

The principles of the computer program used to calculate the lattice
vibrations of P-Si_3N4 crystal are explained in the section 3.1.

The elastic

deformation theory used to describe the stress and strain relationship for the p-

Si3N4 crystal in the hydrostatic stress model is reviewed in section 3.2. In addition
two formulas for converting a stress-induced shift of a particular mode into the

amount of stress and strain in the biaxial stress model are included. Finally, it is
shown in section 3.3 how the strain energy from elastic deformation theory can be

developed in terms of the changes of molecular bond lengths,bond angles,and force
constants.

3.1 Principles of the Utilized Computer Program: Lattice Dynamics
ofp-Si3N4 Crystal

The lattice vibrations of P-SisN4 were calculated using a computer program

developed by F. Y. Hansen in 1975 and provided by the Quantum Chemistry
Program Exchange (QCPE) as program number #377.23 The QCPE #377 program

includes the three subprograms FYCOOR, FYFRE and FYADJ. The FYCOOR

subprogram generates all possible atomic interaction patterns and amplitudes which
18

are satisfied by the crystal symmetry operations. These interaction patterns include

many submolecules of N-Si-N which vibrate as stretching, bending or a mixture of
stretching and bending. The crystal symmetry operations are derived from group

theory. The FYFRE subprogram introduces a force constant for each interaction
pattern and defines the potential and kinetic energies of the lattice crystal. The force

constants are introduced by the valence force model which is good for the short-

range interactions. A dynamical matrix can be constructed for the potential and
kinetic energy expressions according to the Lagrangian mechanics.

By

diagonalization the dynamical matrix, lattice vibrations, which are known as normal
modes or phonons of crystal, can be computed. Finally, the FYADJ subprogram

is to adjust a set of force constants to fit the experimental frequencies by the least-

squares method. A check list for utilizing the QCPE #377 program is summarized
in Appendix A. The procedure for using group theory to set up the various

matrices needed of the computer program has been reported by F. Y. Hansen. 24-26
The theory underlying the QCPE #377 program applied to P-SisN4 is presented in

the following section.

3.1.1 General Analysis

One unit cell of P-Si3N4 crystal contains 14 atoms. Because each atom has
three degrees of freedom, one should expect 42 normal modes for the £-Si3N4

lattice vibrations where degenerate modes are counted. The irreducible

representations from group theory for P -Si3N4 according to Wada and co-workers
give a total of 28 modes corresponding to 26 optical modes and 2 acoustical
modes.15 The irreducible representations of P-Si3N4 crystal lattice are as follows:

19
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^acoustic Au + Eju

roptic=4Ag(R)+3Bg+2Ei g(R)+5E2g(R)+2Au(IR)-i-4Bu+4Eiu(IR)+2E2u
Eq. 2

where the 2 acoustical modes are Au and Eju, the 11 optical Raman-active modes
are indicated by the attached letter (R), the 6 optical infrared-active modes are
indicated by (IR) and 9 silent modes are indicated as 3Bg, 4BU, and 2E2U- Since the

A and B modes are singly degenerate while the E modes are doubly degenerate, the

above list totals 39 optical modes and 3 acoustical modes as required. As can be
seen, there are only 17 optical Raman-active or infrared-active modes which can be

observed spectrally, while the 11 silent modes are not observable in spectra because
their radiation mechanisms are neither changes of the polarzability nor changes of

electrical dipole moments.
The calculation of dynamical properties of three-dimensional solids is not a

trivial problem.27,28 Nevertheless, 17 optical modes can be numerically simulated

by the QCPE #377 program. In this program, the harmonic approximation is used

for the calculations. The harmonic approximation is where the potential energy is

expanded in powers of the atomic displacement from its equilibrium position up to
the first non-vanishing quadratic term. If terms of higher than quadratic are

included in the expansion, the lattice vibrations lead to a shift in the frequencies and

finite lifetimes of the excitations.

For example, the Lagrangian for one dimensional vibrations in the harmonic
approximation is written as

L=(1/2)2(K X2) - (1/2) 2(m^ 2 )

Eq.3

where K is the force constant which can be introduced by the valence force field
model, X is the atomic displacement, m is the atomic mass and

is the atomic

velocity. After applying the Lagrangian equation, the equation of motion is given

by

m a = -2(K X)

Eq.4

where the bold font of a is the second derivative of the atomic displacement X. A

trial solution is sought which is periodic in time,

X= m (i '2) u exp(-iwt)

Eq.5

where u is the time-independent displacement. Then the equation of motion can be

rewritten as

a)2u = JMu

Eq.6

where o>2 is the eignvalue of the dynamical matrix M. The eignvectors u are the
deduced normal coordinates which can diagonalize the dynamical matrix M. It is to

be noted that nothing in this description involved the assumption of a periodic
lattice; hence, the above discussion is completely general can be applied to a threedimensional lattice calculation. Such a treatment is good for the propagation vector
close to zero.
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3.1.2 Atomic positions in a reduced unit cell of beta silicon nitride

The first step to set up the input data for the FYCOOR subprogram is to
locate the positions of all atoms within a reduced unit cell in terms of the cartesian
coordinates. Beta silicon nitride is a covalent solid build up of Si-N4 polyhedra

joined in a three dimensional network by sharing comers of a hexagonal bravais

lattice. In an unit cell, beta silicon nitride contains two molecules Si3N4 per cell
with the lattice constants a= 7.606 A, and c= 2.909 A which form the basis of a

skew coordinate system (a,a,c). According to the space symmetry C6h2, the atoms
in the unit cell have the positions given in Table 1J3 in order to transform the
skew coordinates (a,a,c) into the cartesian coordinates (x,y,z), the transformation

matrix T is given by the 3x1 matrix (Ri,R2,R3) and each component of Rj

(i=l,2,3) is given by

Ri=

ax

R2=

acos(1200) x + asin(120°) y

R3=

c z

Eq.7

where the bold font of x,y and z are the unit vectors of the cartesian coordinate.
The basis vectors Rj

(i= 1,2,3) in the cartesian coordinate are given by

Ri =(7.606 A, 0, 0), R2=(-3.803 A, 6.58699 A, 0), and R3=(0, 0, 2.909 A). All

the positions of atoms in a cartesian coordinate are calculated in Table 2. By

repeating the basis vectors Rj (i= 1,2,3) in the three dimension of array, the

atomic positions in the crystal can be determined. The projection of atomic
positions in one reduced unit cell on the xy plane is shown in Figure 10.
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Table 1
The atomic positions of C6h2 beta silicon nitride in skew coordinates
[From Reference 15]

Species

Symmetry sites

Atomic positions
Index
in skew coordinates
(a,a,c) or in the transformation
matrix(Rj Rj.Rj)

N(l)

2c*

±(1/3, 2/3, 1/4)

N(2)

6h**

±(u,

v,

1/4)

u =0.321

±(-v,

u-v,

1/4)

v=0.025

±(v-u, -u,

Si

6h**

±(u,

V,

1/4)

u=0.174

±(-V,

u-v,

1/4)

v=-0.234

±(v-U, -u,

*2c

1/4)

1/4)

represents two fold rotation symmetries with respect to the horizontal mirror
plane.

** 6h represents six fold rotation symmetries with respect to the center of unit cell.
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Table 2
Atomic positions of beta silicon nitride in a reduced unit cell [From Table 1]

Atom No.

Symmetry
site

X

(A)

z

(A)

(A)

l.(N)

2c

0.0

4.391327

-0.72725

2.(N)

2c

0.0

-4.391327

0.72725

3.(N)

6h

2.346451

0.164675

-0.72725

4.(N)

6h

-1.315838

1.949749

-0.72725

5.(N)

6h

-1.030613

-2.114424

-0.72725

6.(N)

6h

-2.346451

-0.164675

0.72725

7.(N)

6h

1.315838

-1.949749

0.72725

8.(N)

6h

1.030613

2.114424

0.72725

9.(Si)

6h

2.213346

-1.541356

-0.72725

10.(Si)

6h

0.22818

2.687492

-0.72725

11.(Si)

6h

-2.441526

-1.146136

-0.72725

12.(Si)

6h

-2.213346

1.541356

0.72725

13.(Si)

6h

-0.22818

-2.687492

0.72725

14.(Si)

6h

1.146136

0.72725

2.441526
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X

Figure 10. The atomic positions in the XY plane of beta silicon
nitride from Table 2.

3.1.3 Setting up the atomic interaction patterns

The basic interaction patterns of atoms include the stretching and bending of

different N-Si-N submolecules within the crystal. The basic patterns must be

arbitrarily chosen and then all other possible patterns can be generated by the crystal
symmetry operations. Each interaction pattern presents a vibrational coordinate
which is also known as a normal coordinate. The only requirement for choosing the

basic patterns among different N-Si-N submolecules is that all the vibrational
coordinates must be orthogonal to one another. In this study, five sets of basic

patterns were chosen between Si and N as a pair of atomic oscillators. Referring to
Figure 1 and Table 2, the five basic sets of orthorgonal interaction patterns were

selected were

Set(A)(

°^° )

Set (B) ( 000 000 )

Set (C)f 000 000 )
V 10
8 /
Set (D) ( °^° ° 1 ° )

Set(E)(°^° yO)

where the lower row in the sets represents that particular atom located in the
reduced cell specified by the Miller indices which are in the upper row. The five

sets of numerical interactions can be obtained by calculating the normalized relative
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position vector for each set of atoms. For example in Set (A), the position of atom

1 is (ri,r2,r3) and the position of atom 10 is (rf,^’,^’). The relative position
vector is determined by Ri,io=(ri’-ri> r2,_r2, 1*3 *r3)- The normalized vector of
R i, i o can be given by

R i j »=■■ — ■
1
=( r' i -r!, r '2-r2, r '3 -r3)
V(r*,-r1) +(r'2-r2) +(r'3-r3)'

Eq.8

where the hat of Rj j o represents the normalized vector. The results of five chosen

numerical interaction patterns are shown in Table 3 as the input data to the code.
There are twelve symmetry operations for the C6h2 space symmetry of beta

silicon nitride. 14 Each symmetry operation is the rotational transformation matrix
of atoms in a reduced unit cell. The twelve rotational matrices are labeled as hj as

follows:

Symmetry h,=(-l)’

\

cos 0

-sin 0

0

sin 0

cos 0

0

0

0

1

'
Eq. 9

/

where 0= (i-1) (600), j=even numbers if i=l to 6 and j=odd numbers if i=7 to 12.
These rotational symmetry matrices are prepared as the input data to the code.
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Table 3
Selection of five numerical interaction coordinates

Interaction
coordinate

X

1

y
z

X

2

y
z

X

3

y
z

X

4

y
z

X

5

y
z

The original
reduced cell

The original
reduced cell

atom 1
0.132736
-0.991151
0.0

atom 10
-0.132736
0.991151
0.0

atom 10
0.902293
0.431122
0.0

atom 4
-0.902293
-0.431122
0.0

atom 10
-0.456645
0.326119
-0.827721

atom 8
0.456645
-0.326119
0.827721

The next neighbor cell

atom 1
0.924731
-0.380622
0.0

atom 9 in (010)
-0.924731
0.380622
0.0

atom 1
-0.791994
-0.610528
0.0

atom 11 in (110)
0.791994
0.610528
0.0

3.1.4 Force constants in the valence force field model
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The initial force variables of atom pairs are generated by the crystal

symmetry operations during the generation of all possible atomic interaction
patterns in the FYCOOR subprogram.23 However, these initial force variables are
not real values but labeled as small dummy variables according to the symmetry

sites of atom interactions.23,25

The dummy force variables are related to the

potential and kinetic energy which are

EpotentiaF (1/2)£([S, It, ] [Sj Itj ] D° XO)CT F ([S, |t, ] [Sk |tk] D"P X)

= (1/2) X0CTMXo
Eq. 10
Ekinetic = (l/2)2(XoCT m Xy)

where

Eq. 11

are the symmetry operations, tjjk are the translational operations, DO

are the five sets of selected atomic interaction patterns, DnP is other possible

interaction patterns happening in the “np-th” unit cell, X0 is the equilibrium atomic
positions in a unit cell, X is the other atomic positions in the “np-th” unit cell of

next neighbor, “CT” is the abbreviation of the transpose of complex conjugate

matrix, “m” is the mass of each atom in an unit cell, “Xfl” is the velocity of atomic
vibrations, and “F” is the adjustable dummy force matrix for any desired potential

energy to fit the experimental data by replacing the matrix’s elements with real
values. The small dummy force matrix is created while the symmetry operations

are generating all types of atomic interactions. In general, an element in the force

matrix for the nr’th application of the interaction that couples the u’th coordinate

with the v’th coordinate has the form
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(nr.0+u.0/100+v.0/10000)xl0 i°

Eq.12

where the types of interaction, u’th coordinate and v’th coordinate, are with respect
to the five selected interactions patterns from Set (A) to Set (E). For example, the

dummy force variable 1.0404x10-10 presents the self-coupling pattern of the 4’th

coordinate for the first application of the interaction given in Table 3. There can be

multiple applications of a symmetry operation on a chosen interaction pattern.

Multiple applications produce longer range interactions of atoms. The first
application of the interaction generates all of the normal coordinates through the

twelve rotational matrices. In order to fit the experimental results, one can update a
set of dummy force variables to be real values for computing the atomic vibrational
frequencies. For example, the force constants in the valence force field model are

given by

U,otai=Z[(l/2)a(Ar)2+ (l/2)p(rA0)2]

Eq.13

where Utotal is the total vibration energy, a is the stretching force variable, Ar is the

stretching amplitude, p is the bending force variable, and rA0 is the bending

amplitude. Both a and p are small dummy variables which can be updated to real
values for the appropriate total energy which leads to the computed frequencies

through a Lagrangian method.

3.1.5Matrix diagonalization
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From Eq. 10 and 11, the secular equation becomes

IMm tt>2|=0

Eq. 14

where M is the 42x42 dynamical matrix, m is the atomic mass matrix and w is the
eignvalues of 42 normal modes.

To diagonalize the 42x42 matrix, a 42x42 diagonalization matrix A is
constructed by the linear combinations of rotational symmetry matrices as an input

data to the FYFRE subprogram. The rotational symmetry matrices are the matrices

formed from the 12 crystal symmetry operators. The matrix A permits the
Hermitian dynamic matrix M to be blocked according to the symmetry property of
atomic interactions. In order to construct the diagonalization matrix A for |3-Si3N4

dynamical matrix M, three groups of atoms are required to exhibit the crystal

symmetry property. The first group having two nitrogen atoms is at a 2c site and
the second group having six nitrogen atoms is at a 6h site. The third group having

six silicon atoms are also at the site of 6h. In this work, the construction of matrix
A can be understood by referring to the test program of QCPE #377 in which the
matrix A for the Se crystal is constructed as an example.24 Following the

procedure for constructing the normal coordinate matrix of Se, the matrix A for
beta silicon nitride was used to block the matrix M symmetrically. For the

diagonalization of the matrix M, the secular equation is given by

I ActM A - w2Ac>mA 1=0

Eq. 15
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where A is the diagonalization matrix and Ac’ is the transpose of the complex

conjugate matrix A.

3.2 Elastic Deformation Theory : The Origin of Stress-induced Shifts
of The Spectroscopic Features

Any mechanically deformed elastic medium will be recovered when the

stress is released. Energy is stored in any elastic medium that is stressed. If the
stored energy is small by comparing to the unperturbed energy, one can apply

perturbation theory to calculate the stress-induced shifts or splittings of vibrational
spectra. The origin of stress-induced shifts or splittings of spectral features can be

explained by elastic deformation theory. >8-20 The elastic theory comprises the

generalized Hook’s law and the perturbation method of quantum mechanics. 17-22
The generalized Hook’s law describes the stress and strain relationships along the

different orientations of a single crystal. The perturbation method of quantum
mechanics is used to calculate the shifts or splittings of the vibrational modes which

can be measured in the laboratory.

The generalized Hook’s law is given by

a = C £

Eq.l 6

or equivalently,

£ =S a

Eq. 17

where e is the 6x1 strain tensor, o is the 6x1 stress tensor, C is the 6x6 elastic
stiffness matrix. Equivalently, S is the 6x6 elastic compliance matrix and S is the

inverse matrix of C. In a larger scale (i.e. beyond the single crystal scale) of stress
or strain measurement, four types of deformation are generally utilized in the
laboratory. The four types of stresses include the tension, compression, shear

stress, and torsion. The pure stress of tension or compression produces the strain
which is along the applying force direction; therefore, the study of the longitudinal
stress and strain relationship is important to describe the material’s mechanical

strength. To present the property of single crystal scale in terms of the one of larger
scale, the longitudinal stress-strain relationship is reduced from the general form of

Eq. 16

Ol=E el

Eq.18

where the subletter “L” means the longitudinal components of matrix and “E” is the

scalar quantity of Young’s modulus. Fortunately, all the components of S matrix
of P-Si3N4 single crystal have been reported by Karasawa and Goddard.29 Their S

matrix calculation utilized the crystal symmetry properties and a molecular dynamics
model. In our hydrostatic stress model applied to p-SigN.} single crystal, we use
the form of Eq. 17 to derive the stress and strain relationship. The derivation of the

hydrostatic strain-stress relations is shown in Appendix B; hence, the strain-stress

relationship is given by

exx-(Si i+S i2+Si3)crh

Eyy=(Sl l + Sl2+Sl3)Oh
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Eq. 19

Ezz~(2Si3+S33)Oh

where Sn is 2.86x10-6 (MPa1), S12 is -lxlO7 (MPa-’), S13 is -5x10 7 (MPa1)
and S33 is 2.06x10-6 (MPa1) 29

is the hydrostatic stress applied to a £-Si3N4

single crystal which produces the components of strain, exx, eyy, f/y. Because of
the elastic deformation property, the lattice constants are defined as

axx=ao(l+exx)
ayy=ao(l+£yy)

c^cod+e.J

Eq. 20

where ao and Co are the strain-free lattice constants of which ao=7.6O6 A and
Co=2.9O9 A. Because of the elongation of lattice constants under hydrostatic stress,
the volume V of one unit cell is consequently expanded. The expanded volume is

on the order of 10 30 m3 and it is not measurable by the microscopic techniques
such as SEM and the like. For convenience, the volume strain is defined by the

ratio of the volume change AV over the strain-free volume Vo-

As described in

Eq.l of the section 2.3, the stress-induced shift of the 864 cm1 Raman line needs

to relate the volume strain of P-Si3N4 single crystal in terms of the 864 cm1
phonon deformation potential k.
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In the previous study of the mechanical property of NT-154 p-Si3N4

ceramic under four-point bending test, the bending stress comprises the uniaxial
stress and the shear stress at the larger scale.11 However, the shear stress is

negligible compared to the uniaxial stress for a particular orientation of the single
crystal scale. An example of the derivation is provided in Appendix C. In order to

take the average stress effect for different orientations of grains in the
polycrystalline structure, the effective stress is assumed to be hydrostatic stress
which is only along the three uniaxial axes of cells and the shear stress is negligible

in our model.
To compare the biaxial stress model of (1,0,0) stabilized cubic zirconia, the

stress-induced shift of the ~610 cm-i Raman line was found to be

°-{[Sl2*l l+(Si l+Si2)Ki2]a>o}

*Aw

Eq.21

where Kh and Kj2 are the phonon deformation potentials along the biaxial

orientations of the surface strain respectively.'2 Similarly, the stress-induced shift

Aw of first-order Raman spectra of the longitudinal optic phonon from (1,0,0)oriented surfaces of GaAs and InP are correlated with the surface strain by

(Aw/w0)={q/w02 + p/Wo2[Si2/(Si 1+Si 2)] }=KEb

Eq.22

where Eb is the biaxial surface strain defined as the contraction of dimension AZ7f p
and q are coefficients which describe the strain-induced shift of the optic phonons,
and Si 1 and Si 2 are the elastic compliance constants.-30
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Although the conversion formulas such as Eq.l, Eq.21, and Eq.22 are
different among the different models, the phonon deformation potential

k

should be

able to explain the optical and mechanical properties by comparing the similar types
of phonons. The result and comparison of phonon deformation potentials k among

beta silicon nitride, yittria-stabilized cubic zirconia, GaAs, and InP are discussed at
the Chapter V.

3.3 Hypothesis of the strain-induced shifts of

vibrations

In this work, we do not provide the quantum mechanical treatment to
describe the strain-induced shifts of p-SijN4 vibrations but we provide a hypothesis

of calculation to predict the strain-induced shifts of ^-Si^N.; vibrations. The ideal
view assumes that the tensile deformation energy within an elastic medium is due to

either an expansion of bond lengths, bond angles, or changes of force constants
that results in the expansion of the unit cell volume. If we assume only changes in

bond lengths and bond angles produce the strain energy but the force constants

remain unchanged, the formula is given by

Us=2[(l/2)a(rs2-r02)+(l/2)P(rs2es2-r02e02)]

Eq.23

where a is the stretching force constant, rs is the deformed bond length of atom

pairs, ro is the normal bond length, p is the bending force constant, 0S is the
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deformed bond angle, and 0q is the normal bond angle. Similarly, if changes in

force constants produce the strain energy but the bond lengths and bond angles

remains unchanged. The formula is given by

Us=2[(l/2)(Aa)(r02)+(l/2)(AP)(r02e02)]

Eq. 24

where Aa and A are the contraction of stretching force constant and bending force
constant, respectively. Although the forms of Eq. 23 and Eq. 24 are different, the
strain energy is uniquely determined as a summation of the eign energy of the

strained crystal. It is reasonable to define that Eq. 23 and Eq. 24 are equal. The

results of this hypothesis for the calculation of the strain-induced shifts of p-Si3N4

vibrations are given in the section 4.2.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

4.1 Lattice Dynamics of the P-S13N4 Crystal

In this study of (i-Si3N4 lattice dynamics, we report the calculation of 17
normal modes and our results were compared to the existing experimental data

within the root mean squares (rms) uncertainty of 9.6 cm1. This uncertainty was
contributed to the assumption of valence force model which is best for the short
range interactions in a perfect crystal, and the fact that the existing experimental data
were obtained from polycrystalline ceramic specimens which consist of random

orientations of single crystallites in various environments. In the valence force field
model of our study, there are six atomic force constants updated to fit the observed
spectra.

The six updated force constants are shown in Table 4 with the

identification of the associated set of particular atom pairs; therefore, the vibrational
mechanism of each computed normal mode can be interpreted as the stretching,
bending, or mixture of stretching and bending modes. The first goal stated in
Chapter II concerning the determination of the vibrational mechanism of 864 cm1

has been achieved and is explained in the following section.

4.1.1 Results and Comparisons of calculation and experiment for the fi-SiyN-t
vibrational spectra
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Table 4
The six atomic force constants obtained from the valence force field model
calculation
No.

Atomic pairs a

1.

(1,10)

stretching

1.0404x10-10

4.1797

2.

(10,4)

stretching

1.0202x10-10

2.7191

3.

(10,8)

stretching

1.0303x10-10

2.3832

4.

(1,10,4)

bending

1.0102x10-10

-0.33476

5.

(1,10,8)

bending

1.0103x10-10

-0.39455

6.

(4,10,8)

bending

1.0203x10-10

0.01515

Dummy values

Force constant
(mdyne/A)

a. The identifying number of atoms are indicated as given in Table 2 and displayed

in Figure 1.

The results of the calculation of 17 normal modes of p-Si3N4 crystal is

shown in the third column of Table 5. We catalog the 17 modes to be 12 internal

modes and 5 external modes selected in partly by the Raman frequencies and
intensities shown in Figure 4 and partly by conjecture. For the excited beta silicon

nitride, the atoms which comprise a molecular group vibrate within that molecular
group. Such vibrations that involve non-rigid molecular motions and allow for

coupling between different groups and crystal periodicity are known as “internal”
modes. These “internal” modes generally have higher frequencies and lower

intensities than “external” modes.3i In the other hand, the molecules can also
vibrate as a whole and these molecular groups perform rigid body motion. Such

vibrations typically have lower frequencies and higher intensities than “internal”
modes and are known as “external” modes.3'

By comparing to the existing

experimental data shown in the first and the second columns of Table 5, the twelve
calculated internal modes were fit to the modes in Raman and IR spectra within

+9.6 cm ' by using the previously described six force constants (Table 4) in
valence force model. The five external modes were excluded from this assessment

due to the shortcoming of valence force model. Starting with the first four updated

force constants shown in Table 4, the reduction of the least squares uncertainty was

improved from 15.7 cm ' to 9.6 cm ' by including two additional dummy force
variables 1.0103x10 '° and 1.0203x10-'°. These two force variables correspond to
the atomic involved with two N-Si-N bending interactions of different

submolecules. The remaining uncertainty may be due to the absence of long range

order interactions which are not considered in the assumption of valence force field
model. Compared to the previous measurement of 864 cm ' Raman line, the

calculation of this particular Raman line was 863.8 cm '.
The vibrational mechanism of 864 cm' line can be described by a mixture
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Table 5
The experiments and calculations of unperturbed vibrational frequencies for beta
silicon nitride

Experiments
No.

Calculations

Raman Shift a Raman Shift b IR b
(cm1)

(cm1)

This Work

(cm1) (cm 1)

Wendal & Goddardc
Assigned
Symmetry
(cm1)

Internal modes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1047

1047
1040
985

938
928

939
928

910
864
729
619

865
732
619
580

449

External modes
1
2
224
3
206
4
183
5

451

447

380
229
210
186
144

1046.7
1041.3
1004.2
958.7
928.6
909.8
863.8
734.4
630.3
576.5
460.6
446.5

1067
1064
1062
1017
975
1012
592
547
518
580
539
548

Eg
E,u
Au
Eg
Eg
Em
Eg
Ag
Eg
Eiu
Ag
Au

353.9
292.2
227.2
151.6
112.2

481
289
236
215
190

E|u
Ag
Ag
Eg
Eg

a. Reference 5: J. Blackshire, M.S. Thesis in Electro-Optics, University of
Dayton (1991)
b. Reference 15: N. Wada, S. A. Solin, J. Wong, and S. Prochazka, J. NonCryst. Solids 4 3,(7)7(1981)
c. Reference 33: John A. Wendel and William A. Goddard III, J. Chem. Phys.
97(7)5048 (1992); The subscript “g” represents the Raman-active mode and the
subscript “u” is for IR-active mode associated with the irreducible representations.
Ordering of modes was chosen to match experimental activities.

of N-Si stretching and N-Si-N bending motions. As shown in Table 4, the (1,10)

pair is the N-Si stretching displacement and the (1,10,4) group is the N-Si-N

bending displacement. The assigned “numbers” of the specific atoms can be found
in Figure 1. The N-Si stretching force constant of 4.1797 mdyne/A and the N-Si-

N bending force constant of -0.33476 mdyne/A are most sensitive to fit the 864

cm1 Raman line among the six force constants. The output of the program FYFRE
provides the amplitudes of all atoms’ vibration in one reduced unit cell for 864 cm-'

line in cartesian coordinates as given in Table 6. By converting the cartesian

coordinate into the cylindrical coordinates, the magnitude of the atoms’
displacements from their equilibrium positions in one reduced unit cell are shown in
Table 7. All atoms’ vibrational amplitudes for 864 cm1 in a reduced cell are shown
in Figure 11. Thus, a reasonable description of the 864 cm * Raman line has been

found which makes it a viable candidate for the stress or strain measurements in fiSiaN4 ceramic.

4.1.2 Comparison of calculations between valence force field model and Hessian
biased force field model

Another calculation of PST3N4 lattice vibrations by Wendel and Goddard

was based on Hessian biased force field model.33 The Hessian biased force field
model was developed from a molecular dynamics derivation and the calculation was
done by using the software packages developed by Molecular Simulation

Inc.29,33,34

The results of this calculation deviated more than 20 % from the

experimental frequencies. Although the calculation provided the assignments of

mode symmetry, the large deviation of the frequencies made it difficult to have
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Table 6
All atoms’ displacements to their equilibrium positions of a reduced unit cell in the
cartesian coordinate to produce the 864 cm1 Raman mode

Species

x(A)

y(A)

z(A)

1.

N

0.17287602

0.0

0.018694411

2.

N

-0.17287602

0.0

-0.018694411

3.

N

-0.14374504

-0.096473149

0.23329147

4.

N

0.13361053

-0.057017764

-0.20442161

5.

N

0.0088305496

0.079232571

-0.18246872

6.

N

-0.081634651

0.03421742

7.

N

0.13310534

0.045155738

-0.29628868

8.

N

0.005547103

-0.070868945

0.002186942

9.

Si

-0.12769315

-0.025152447

-0.24927260

10.

Si

-0.12834254

-0.21053142

-0.16545658

11.

Si

0.11116499

-0.01476175

0.17183119

12.

Si

-0.14593775

0.02492477

-0.1936646

13.

Si

0.073751224

-0.14593277

0.038601537

14.

Si

-0.050327545

0.010289965

-0.13597077

No.*

-0.1737651

* The assigned atom labels are from Table 2.
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Table 7
The conversion of Table 6 from a cartesian coordinate into a cylindrical coordinate.
[The converted components have been magnified by five times except the angle <p]

z(A)x5

No.*

Species

r(A)x5

1.

N

0.85

0

0

2.

N

0.85

180

0

3.

N

0.83

-147

4.

N

0.69

-69

-1.0

5.

N

0.4

90

-0.9

6.

N

0.9

205

0.15

7.

N

0.68

17

-1.45

8.

N

0.35

90

0

9.

Si

0.6

189

-1.2

10.

Si

1.2

240

-0.8

11.

Si

0.5

5

0.85

12.

Si

0.7

172

-0.95

13.

Si

0.78

-63

0.19

14.

Si

0.25

11

-0.65

<p (degree)

* The labels of assigned atoms are from Table 2

1.15
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X
Figure 11. The vibrational mechanism of the 864 cm1 Raman
mode for beta silicon nitride. [Each atom has been assigned a
number according to Table 7. The lines with arrows projecting on
the xy plane represent the amplitudes and directions of the atomic
vibrational coordinates.]

confidence in these assignments as can be seen in Table 5.
Table 5 shows that the valence force model gave frequencies which are in

reasonable agreement with the experimental values. The advantage of valence force

field model is that the principle is the straight forward application of Lagrangian
mechanics. The dummy force variables are initially produced according to the

chosen interaction patterns and then are examined by the symmetry operations of
group theory to meet the orthogonality requirements. All a program user needs to

do is to update the dummy force variables for any desired chemical potential and to
fit the experimental data. This procedure utilized by the QCPE #377 program

provides an advantage over molecular dynamics model especially for a crystalline
calculation.25 Furthermore, the computer run time of the program on the VAX

mainframe is only approximately ten minutes for the modelling of the JS-SiaN.^

lattice dynamics.

4.2 Calculation of the Strain-Induced Shifts for the Crystalline pSijN4 Vibrational Frequencies

The hypothesis described in the section 3.3 was used to calculate the strain-

induced shifts of fJ-SiaN.; crystal vibrational spectra. The following describes the
three step process used to apply the hypothesis.
First, the strain energy in terms of bond lengths and bond angles was

produced by the hydrostatic expansion of crystal cell. For example, by applying a

tensile hydrostatic strain of 7.92795x10-4 along the three principal axes of the unit
cell, the strain-induced lattice constants become 7.61203 A for the a-axes and

2.911306 A for the c-axis relative to the strain free unit cell dimensions of
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a<)=7.606 A and co=2.9O9 A. Consequently, all atoms' positions are displaced

from their original positions by the same fractional amount thereby maintaining the

cell symmetry. The strain-induced positions of atoms under the amount of strain
£h=7.92795xl0-4 are given in Table 8. With these positions, the output of program
FYFRE shows higher frequency modes downshift and lower frequency modes

upshift when the strain-free six force constants shown in Table 4 are used.
However, this result is not valid because of the failure of the orthogonality test on
the interaction patterns shown in Table 3. This first step is simply to apply a

hydrostatic strain to the unit cell.

Secondly, the six force variables in Table 4 are updated with the expanded
unit cell to fit the strain-free frequencies given in Table 5. These new six force
constants are labeled as the strain-induced force constants and are shown in Table

9. The difference between each strain-free force constants and its strain-induced
values, AF, is then computed.
Finally, the AF values were subtracted from the original unperturbed force
constants simulating the effect of hydrostatic strain. The resulting new shifted

frequencies were calculated in the program FYFRE by using these new force

constants as tabulated in Table 10 and the original unperturbed positions of the

atoms given in Table 6. The resulting perturbed modes satisfy the orthogonality
tests and generate the shifted frequencies given in Table 11.
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Table 8
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The strain-induced atomic positions of beta silicon nitride with the hydrostatic strain
£h= 7.92795x10 4

Atom No.

1-(N)
2.(N)
3.(N)
4.(N)
5.(N)
6.(N)
7.(N)
8.(N)
9.(Si)
10.(Si)
ll.(Si)
12.(Si)
13.(Si)
14.(Si)

Symmetry
site

(A)

2c
2c
6h
6h
6h
6h
6h
6h
6h
6h
6h
6h
6h
6h

0.0
0.0
2.348311
-1.316188
-1.03143
-2.348311
1.316881
1.03143
2.215101
0.2283609
-2.443462
-2.215101
-0.2283609
2.442462

z

d)

(A)

4.394803
-4.394803
0.1648053
1.951295
-2.1161
-0.164853
-1.951295
2.1161
-1.542577
2.689622
-1.147045
1.542577
-2.689622
1.147045

-0.7278265
0.7278265
-0.7278265
-0.7278265
-0.7278265
0.7278265
0.7278265
0.7278265
-0.7278265
-0.7278265
-0.7278265
0.7278265
0.7278265
0.7278265

Table 9
The new set of force constants of the expandable unit cell to fit the unperturbed
modes with the hydrostatic strain eh= 7.92795x10-4

Atomic pairs *

Force constant (mdyne/A) New force constant (mdyne/A)
(for the unperturbed size) (for the strain eh= 7.92795x 10-4)

(1,10)

stretching

4.1797

4.2357

(10,4)

stretching

2.7191

2.7191

(10,8)

stretching

2.3832

2.3832

(1,10,4)

bending

-0.33476

-0.29276

(1,10,8)

bending

-0.39455

-0.35855

(4,10,8)

bending

0.01515

0.01395

* The assigned atom labels are from Table 8

Table 10
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Prediction of the set of strain-induced force constants with the hydrostatic strain
eh= 7.92795x10-4

Atomic pairs *

(1,10)
(10,4)
(10,8)
(1,10,4)
(1,10,8)
(4,10,8)

Force constants
(mdyne/A)

stretching
stretching
stretching
bending
bending
bending

4.1797
2.7191
2.3832
-0.33476
-0.39455
0.01515

Strain-induced force constants
(mdyne/A)

4.1237
2.7191
2.3832
-0.37576
-0.42555
0.01635

* The assigned atom labels are from Table 8

Table 11
Prediction of the strain-induced shifts of twelve internal modes for beta silicon
nitride

Calculation
(unperturbed modes)
(cm1)

Calculation
Strain-induced Shifts
(strain-induced £i,=0.00079 modes)
(cm1)
(cm1)

1046.7

1041.4

-5.3

1041.3

1041.3

0.0

1004.2

995.2

-9.0

958.7

958.1

-0.6

928.6

928.6

0.0

909.8

905.5

-4.3

863.8

862.5

-1.3

734.5

734.5

0.0

630.3

625.7

-4.6

576.5

574.6

-1.9

460.6

457.6

-3.0

446.5

446.5

0.0

4.3 The Formula for Stress-Induced Shift of the 864 cm-1 Raman
Mode

The calculated shift of this 863.8 cm * mode given in Table 11 was a
downward shift of 1.3 cra-i due to an applied hydrostatic tensile strain of

£h=0.00079. In order to define a quantitative formula of describing the strain-

induced phonon shift, the 1.3 cm-i downward shift needs to be related to the

hydrostatic strain, Eh=0.00079, in terms of the phonon deformation potential K.
The formula we use is Eq. 1 shown in the section 2.3. Although we do not directly
provide the experimental evidence for the 13 cm 1 downward shift of 863.8 cm >

phonon under a hydrostatic strain of £^=0.00019, we determine the value of 863.8
cm-i phonon deformation potential k by comparing experiment and our modelling

calculation.
The derivation of K from experiment and our calculation is as following:

From the section 2.3, Eq.l is given by

Aoj
io

Eq. 1

and

AV_g +Eyy + £,
V -Sxx + e
Eq. 25

where the summation of linear strain is the volume strain of which derivation is
shown in Appendix D. For our calculation, Eq. 1 becomes
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-I3 011 1 = k(0.00079x3)

26

864cm-1

where the volume strain is three times of hydrostatic strain. Hence, the 864 cm1

phonon deformation potential is given by

K= -0.635

Eq. 27.

On the other hand, the experimentally determined conversion factor (b=MPa/cm1)

is 350 MPa/ cm1.6 By applying a hydrostatic stress of oh= 350 MPa to Eq. 19,
the linear strains corresponding to a 1 cm 1 are calculated as

£xx= (S, i+S12+Si3)ah=0.00079
£yy= (Si l + Sl2+Sl3)Oh=0.00079

£zz= (2Si3+S33)ai,=0.00037
Eq. 28

where Sj j=0.00286 (1/GPa), S j2=-0.00010 (1/GPa), Si3=-0.00050 (1/GPa), and

S33=0.00206 (1/GPa)33. Following Eqs. 25 and 26, using these values gives a
phonon deformation potential k= -0.594. The important difference between these
two calculation is that the former is for hydrostatic strain while the latter is for
hydrostatic stress. Because of the axial character of the lattice, hydrostatic stress

will change the c/a ratio of the unit cell dimensions. Nevertheless, the small 6.5%

difference between the two values of k suggests that our modelling calculation is a

viable approach. We will use the rounded average value of k= -0.62.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

For the three problems identified in Chapter I, I have been resolved in this
thesis work. The vibrational mechanism of 864 cm1 in |3-Si3N4 crystal is

understood as a mixture of N-Si stretching and N-Si-N bending motions. The
stress-induced or strain-induced crystal deformation causes the characteristic 864
cm 1 feature to shift due to the changes in bond lengths, bond angles, and force

constants. The relationship that describes the strain-induced shift of the 864 cm-i

mode is suggested by Eq. 1 which defines the phonon deformation potential

k.

The

value of this parameter was calculated to be k= -0.62. Using this result, an estimate

of the Young’s modulus for single crystal p-SiaN4 can be found for the application
of hydrostatic stress.

5.1 Numerical Simulation of the Beta Silicon Nitride Lattice
Dynamics

Lattice dynamics of beta silicon nitride have been numerically simulated by

using the computer program QCPE # 377 with the valence force field model. In
Table 5, 12 of 17 modes were fit to the Raman and IR spectra within +9.6 cm1.
This uncertainty may be due, in part, to the absence of long range order interactions
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which are not considered in valence force field model. For the particular 864 cm-1

Raman-active mode, the calculated value was 863.8 cm-1 in this study. The general

analysis of the 864 cm1 mode mechanism was identified as the combination of a
strong Si-N stretching motion coupled with a weak N-Si-N bending motion. It was

found that these two interactions had the most influence to fit the 864 cm1 mode as

compared to the other sixteen modes. The force constants for the stretch and
bending motions were 4.1797 mdyne/A and -033476 mdyne/A, respectively. The

negative sign represents the repulsive interaction between the two nitrogen atoms

which lowers the total energy of the system.

To check the reasonableness of the six final force constants, one can
compare the well-known force constants of Se to this calculation.23 The maximum
frequency of Se is 239.3 cm 1 and the Se-Se stretching force constant is 1.18
mdyne/A.23 Meanwhile, the maximum frequency of beta silicon nitride is 1046.7
cm1 and the N-Si stretching force constant is 4.1797 mdyne/A. By Eq. 24 of the

general analysis in Section 3.3, the total energy Ulotai increases as the force constant
a increases. The set of force constants found for beta silicon nitride is in a

reasonable region in comparison to the values reported for Se using the same

valence force field model.
Compared to the Wendal and Goddard’s simulation summarized in Table 5
and based on the Hessian biased force field model derived from molecular

dynamics,33 the results of the valence force field model show better agreements

with the experimental results. Although the assignment of mode symmetries was
made by the calculation of Hessian biased force field model, it is difficult to arrive at

unambiguous assignments due to the poor fit of the calculated frequencies to the
existing experimental values
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5.2 Stress-Induced Shifts of Raman Spectra for Beta Silicon Nitride

In this work, the stress-induced or strain-induced shifts of spectral features
were predicted by a three-step process. First, the strain energy due to an external

applied stress was estimated in terms of the expansion of the unit cell; therefore, the
bond lengths and the bond angles were elongated with the force constants

remaining unchanged. Secondly, the stored energy due to the elastically deformed
crystal was removed by reducing the force constants of the strain-free crystal with

the bond lengths, the bond angles, and the crystal symmetry remaining unchanged.

Third, the reduced force constants were used to calculate the stress-induced
frequencies.

The new frequencies showed the downward shifts

from the

unperturbed frequencies which are given in Table 11. Thus, the prediction of the

stress-induced shifts of spectral features can be made. However, only the stressinduced shift of the 864 cm > mode has experimental data for comparison to the

numerical simulation. It would be needed to verify other phonon deformation
potentials besides the 864 cm' Raman line. Such a study would provide more
accurate estimates of the strain energy through the numerical simulation scheme.

The 864 cm ' phonon deformation potential was determined to be k= -0.62

for beta silicon nitride. Because the mechanical property of yittria-stabilized cubic
zirconia is similar to beta silicon nitride, the value of its phonon deformation

potential should fall into the same category. For example, for (1,0,0) yttriastabilized cubic zirconia with 10 wt % yttrium oxide, the stress-induced shift of the

~610cm ' Raman line observed by Anastassakis and co-workers.12 They found
the ~610 cm ' phonon deformation potential was k = -0.67 which is close to K= -

0.62 for the ~864 cm ' phonon of beta silicon nitride found in this study. For the

sake of comparison under the same assumption, we applied their experimental data
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to Eq. 1, and found the phonon deformation potential is

k

= -0.69 close to their

result k = -0.67. The minor difference of 0.02 is negligible due to the different
basic assumption of Eq. 1 and Eq. 22. The details of the calculations of k = -0.69
is presented to Appendix E. Compared to other materials under the assumption of

Eq. 1, k is -1.5 for GaAs and k is -13 for InP at their longitudinal optical phonons

on the (1,0,0)-oriented surface.28 We conclude the relatively small value of

k

for

beta silicon nitride indicates that the atomic bonds are more rigid than in the III-V
semiconductors.

In a summary, a synthesis of theory and experiment was carried out in order
to interpret the piezospectroscopy of beta silicon nitride. The relationships between

the stress-induced shift of the 864 cm ' Raman mode, the amount of stress from

compression to tension, and the average strain over the three principal axes for
uniaxial stress are shown in Figure 12. This figure shows the left hand scale as the
864 cm-i stress-induced shift (%), the right hand scale as the conversion to strain

(%), and the bottom scale as the conversion to stress (MPa). By the strain and
stress relationship in Figure 12, the Young’s modulus E is 539 GPa for the

hydrostatical stress-induced crystal. This compares favorably with the value found
for the NT-154 beta silicon nitride bulk ceramic of E=310 GPa at the macroscopic
scale.35 As would be expected, the crystal value is considerably higher than that of
the bulk polycrystalline ceramics which include the “glassy” grain boundaries.

Again, the comparison of Young’s modulus for the individual grains and the bulk
polycrystalline ceramics suggest that it is possible to improve the nature of grain
boundary compositions and, therefore, the mechanical performance. By the
conversion of 864 cm1 phonon shift into the amount of stress or strain, the phonon

deformation potential is -0.62. For the experimental data given in Figures 8 and 9,
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Str ain

864 cm' line stress-induced shift %
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1

%

Stress(MPa)

Figure 12.

Plot of stress-induced 864 cm-i shift with the
conversion of the associated quantitative stress and strain.

Figure 13 shows the stress-induced shift data for the 864 cm ' phonon.6

By

combing the theoretical and experimental investigations, the results provide a self-

consistent interpretation of the 864 cm1 phonon piezospectroscopy of the f}-Si3N4

crystal which is summarized at Figure 14.
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864 cm

*

line stress-induced shift

%
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Stress(MPa)

Figure 13. The stress measurements of beta silicon nitride crystal
by Raman spectroscopy. [The data points are from S. Ernst, M.S.
thesis in Electro-Optics, University of Dayton (1992).]

Str ain

Ram an lin e

%
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%

Stress(MPa)

Figure 14. Synthesis of the elastic theory calculations with the
existing experiments of data for the 864 cm-i Raman line
piezospectroscopy of beta silicon nitride crystal.
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APPENDIX A
The Check-list of Using the Computer Program QCPE No. 377

The computer program QCPE No. 377 consists of three subprograms which
are FYCOOR, FYFRE, and FYADJ in the language of FORTRAN IV.23 The
program was run with cards on an IBM 370/165 in 1976. In this work, the

program is complied by FORTRAN 77 on a VAX 4000-3001 VMS V5.3-2. This

was accomplished after a number of changes in input-output formats and other
minor changes were made. The principle of each subprogram has been published in
Computer Physics Communications.23.26 The tutorial for using this program is

provided by the manual of Quantum Chemistry Exchange Program No. 377.23
this Appendix A, the check-list for preparing the required inputs to the computer
program is as follows.

Subprogram

Set-up input files

Purpose

FYCOOR

UNIT 5.DAT

Determine the atomic position

Reference

in one unit cell in terms of

Sec. 3.1.2

lattice constants

Table 1
Table 2

FYCOOR

UNTT8.DAT

Set-up the code parameters

Ref. 23

Select the atomic interaction

Sec .3.1.3

patterns and put them in the

Table 3

form of code format.

Ref. 23

In

FYCOOR

FYFRE

UNIT9.DAT

UNIT5.DAT

Key in the rotational and

Sec.3.1.3

translation matrices

Ref. 23

Select the types of calculation:

(1) Eign values
(2) The structure factors

(3) Options of printing the

normal coordinates and
force constants matrices

Ref. 23

Key in the atomic mass and

Ref.23

other related code parameters

Construct the normal

Sec. 3.1.5

coordinates to diagonal
the dynamical matrix

Update the selected force

Sec. 4.1.1

constants to fit the observed

Table 4

atomic vibrations

FYADJ

UNIT5.DAT

Select the set of optimum force
constants to fit a specific set of
atomic vibrations

Ref. 23
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APPENDIX B

The Derviation of the Hydrostatic Strain-Stress Relationships for

Beta Silicon Nitride

By symmetry arguments and elastic deformation theory, the general strain-

stress relationships for beta silicon nitride are given by 17,29

^XX=Sl l®xx+ S12<3y y+ S13°zz

Eyy=Sl2Oxx+Sl l®yy+ Sl3Ozz
Ezz=Si3<3xx+ Si3Oyy+S33<Jzz
£yz=( 1 /2)S44<JyZ

£zx=(1/2)S44(Jzx

Eq. B.l

£Xy—( l/2)S440Xy

where 8jj is the strain and Ojj is the stress and

is the elastic compliance constant

which was calculated by Goddard and co-workers.33 To our knowledge, no

experimental values of S^i are available so far due to the difficulty of preparing a
measurable single crystal specimen for this purpose. The shear stress is defined as
Ojj for i *j. The hydrostatic stress is defined as Ojj for i =j. Therefore, the

hydrostatic strain-stress relationships can be rewritten as

66

^XX“(Sn+Si2+Si3)o
Eyy—(Sl2+Sl l+Sl3)<J=exx

Ezz-(Si 3+Si 3+833)0= (2Si3+S33)o

where

is the hydrostatic strain and a is the hydrostatic stress.

Eq.B.2
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APPENDIX C
The Negligible Shear Stress Compared to The Uniaxial Stress of Beta

Silicon Nitride

The general strain-stress relationships of beta silicon nitride is given by

Eq.B.l in Appendix B. For an uniaxial stress only along y component, Eq. B.l is
reduced to be

exx-Sl2°yy

£yy=Sl lCTyy

£zz=Sl3Oyy

Eq.C.l

®yz=( U2)S44<JyZ

where e,j is the uniaxial strain, Ojj is the uniaxial stress and S^i is the elastic

compliance matrix. In order to deduce the cross terms Ey/ and exy to be zero, the
new uniaxial strain can be found by matrix diagonalization. The old matrix as

Eq.C.l is given by
Sl2Oyy

0
(

0

0

0

1

Si I<3yy ^S44oyz

2^44^^ S]3CJyy

Eq.C.2

J
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and the new uniaxial strains are given by

Exx-Sl2O>y
_( S | J + S 1 3 )Oy y+ V|(S, ,-S|3)Oyy| + S44OyZ

2
(S, 1+s,3)oy}- V [(S,,-S, 3)ay, ]2-S44oyz

2

Eq.C.3.

All the eignvalues of strains must be “real” numbers instead of “imaginary”
numbers for physical meaning. One can look at the uniaxial strain

bearing the

negative sign within the square root in the nominator. We compare the two terms of
[(Si i-Si3)oyy]2 and (S44Oyz) in the square root of eh, where [(Si i-Si3)ayy]2

=1.383x10-6 for oyy=350 MPa and S44=8.74xl0-6 (1/MPa). The term of (S44<Jyz)
must be kept smaller than [(Si i*Si3)oyy]2 to make the square root larger than zero;

therefore, the maximum shear stress ayz cannot be larger than 0.158 MPa to have a
“real” eignstrain component. Hence, it is reasonable to assume the shear stress oyz
and the corrsponding the shear strain eyz are negligible relative negligible relative to
the principal uniaxial stress. The hydrostatic stress is known as the uniaxial stress

without shear stress.
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APPENDIX D
The Analysis of Volume Strain and Longitudinal Strains Along The

Hydrostatic Stress

The elastic strain-induced lattice constants are given by

axx—aoG+exx)

ayy—ao(l+6yy)
a^coG+Ezz)

Eq. D.l

where the normal lattice constants ao is 7.606 A and Co is 2.909 A. The Poisson’s
ratio is defined by ayy/axx for the in-plane stress and a^/a^ for the perpendicularplane stress. If the volume V is defined by

V=a2c

Eq. D.2

where the maximum compact coefficient in a hexagonal unit cell 0.862 is assumed

to be 1.0 for simplicity. This simplification does not affect the result due to the
cancelling of nominator and denominator of the coefficient. The expandable volume

due to the strain is given by

6V=2a(6a)c+a2(6c)

Eq. D.3
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where 6V is the volume change, 6a is the a-axis change, and 6c is the c-axis

change. By Eq.D.2 and Eq.D.3, the volume strain is defined by

(6V/V)=[2a(6a)c]/[a2c]+[a2(6c)]/[a2c]=2(6a/a)+(6c/c)

Eq.D.4

where 6V/V is the volume strain, 6a/a and 6c/c are the axial strains along the axes of
the hydrostatic stress. Refer to Eq.D.l, exx is 6a/a and

is 6c/c. In a summary,

the volume strain is equal to the sum of the three axial strains produced by the
hydrostatic stress.
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APPENDIX E
The Phonon Deformation Potential k of The Stress-induced 610 cm-1
Raman Mode of Yttria-stabilized Zirconia

The biaxial stress ctb=290 MPa within the yttria composition of 10 wt % in a
(001) cubic zirconia thin film produces 1cm1 shift with respect to the unperturbed
~610cm! Raman modeJ2 The associated biaxial strains are given by 36

Exx=(Sll+Si2)Ob

Eyy=(Sl l+S 12)^b

Ez/=(2Si2)Ob

Eq.E.l

where Sii=2.67xl06 (1/MPa) and Si2=-0.51xl0-6 (1/MPa). Hence, Eq. E.l

becomes as

exx= 6.264x10-4
eyy=6.264xl0-4

£^=-2.958x10^4

and the stress-induced lattice constants are given by

Eq.E.2

ax=ao(l+

exx)=3.62(1+6.264x1(M)=3.62226
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(A)

ay=ao(l+ Eyy)=3.62(l+6.264xl0-4)=3.62226 (A)

az=ao(l+ ezz)=3.62(1-2.958x10-4)=3.61893 (A)

Eq.E.3

where ao=3.62 A for the unperturbed cubic lattice constant, The unperturbed
volume Vq is

Vo=ao3=47.37124 (A3)

Eq. E.4

and the expansion of volume AV is

AV=axayaz-Vo=O.l 11888 (A3)

By Eq. 1, the

k

Eq.E.5.

is calculated by

(-1/610)=k(0.111888/47.37124)

Eq.E.6

and the 610 cm-1 phonon deformation potential is k= -0.69406. The above are the

steps for converting a particular phonon strain-induced shift into the volume strain
in terms of the phonon deformation potential k.

